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697 FOOT PEDAL HAMPER STAND
“ARBY”

TM

STEP 1
Open X-frame with the 4 casters on the floor (A). Open frame far enough so that the foot
pedal can be placed underneath the frame (B). With the hooks faced down, slide the
hooks on one end of the grill so they lock on to the X-frame. Raise the other end of the
grill on to the X-frame and spread the top of the X-frame until the grill locks in place (C).

STEP 3
Insert the "U" shape end of each foot pedal wire into the small holes at the rear of
the lid (F). With the lid standing vertical, insert the lower end of the foot pedal wire
into the corresponding holes at the side of the foot pedal mechanism. Crimp this end
of the foot pedal wire for secure fit (G).

STEP 2
Place the bent end of the bag holder over the front of the X-frame (D). Position the
holes on the bag holder to line up with the holes on the frame. Slide the axle through
all four holes. With one hand position the lid so that the hole in one side is lined up
to the axle. Slide the axle through the lid. Place the other side of the lid so that the
hole lines up to the axle. Slide the axle through the lid. Attach both acorn nuts to the
axle (E).

WARNING:  When moving ham-
per, always proceed slowly. Be sure
bag/liner is secure in frame. When
using foot pedal, the lid must not be
obstructed. Be sure casters roll
easily and smoothly at all times.
Maximum capacity: 20 lbs. DO NOT
OVERLOAD.
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